DYNAMIC DECOR

Dramatic contrasts in
color and pattern infuse
this Bellevue living room
by Brio Design with
a bright energy that
supplements the natural
light in the space

THE
HOME
TEAM
P H OTO G R A P H BY H A R I S K E N JA R

Seattle’s Top Designers Offer Tips and Tricks
for How to Get the Home You Love.
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Whether you’re a longtime homeowner or just signed the lease to your first apartment,
transforming any space from an address to a personal abode can be daunting. In many areas
of the Pacific Northwest, there are also the particular challenges of light, space and yes—gray—
that interior designers must contend with. To help, we reached out to the city’s experts for advice
on everything from maximizing daylight to making your space more eco-friendly.
They shared their secrets for turning any house, on any budget, into a dream home.
BY JENNIFER MCCULLUM WITH SHEIL A CAIN, BRIGIT TE LONG AND L AUREN MANG
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THE H OM E TEAM

GREEN BUILDING

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
From defining the passive house to breaking down VOC vernacular,
we shed the (green) light on eco-friendly home building
BY SHEILA CAIN

on the Seattle
scene some 15 years ago, building a green home
meant using solar panels and bamboo flooring.
While those elements remain a sign of green
building, today’s earth-friendly abodes go much
further than that. Seattle is settling into its ecofriendly lifestyle with an awareness that relies
less on bells and whistles and more on built-in
sensibilities to create more energy-conscious and
environmentally responsible dwellings. “The
main thing clients ask for is an energy-efficient
structure,” says Dan Whitmore with Hammer
& Hand, a residential building contractor with
offices in Seattle and Portland, Oregon. “Building energy consumption has a massive impact on
our local and global environment.”
Whitmore is a Certified Passive House Consultant (CPHC), which means he is an expert
on structures that are designed to optimize
energy consumption while significantly reducing
energy-gobbling active systems, such as electric
heat and air conditioning. Whitmore compares
the approach to one taken while camping in the
woods in the winter. “You bring heavy socks and
a really warm sleeping bag,” Whitmore says. “[In
passive homes], you’re essentially wrapping the
house in a really warm blanket.”
A passive house commonly requires a heating
system just one-twentieth the capacity of that in
a traditionally built home, says Whitmore, which
drops the annual heating needs by as much as 90
percent. Twice as much insulation is built into the
walls as traditionally constructed homes, capturing heat. Energy is further saved through efficient
windows—often with high-performance triple
panes—which greatly reduce heat loss. All of
the home’s ambient heating can be derived from
a hot water heater and distributed through the
ventilation system, so no furnace is needed. “Older
homes have to reheat cold air inside a drafty building,” says Whitmore. “Not so with these homes.”
While incorporating energy efficiency into a
home’s construction is one of the most effective
ways to build green, sustainability—a key component of building green—also can be achieved
through other means. Many builders, including
Hammer & Hand, follow guidelines set forth by
WHEN “GREEN” REALLY ARRIVED
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PASSIVE PERFECT

P H OTO G R A P H S BY M A R K WO O DS

Designed by Shed Architecture & Design, the Madrona Passive House combines
contemporary design with energy efficient building systems, creating a home
that’s eco-friendly to both its environment and its owners

the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC). Just like agencies that certify organic foods,
the FSC sets standards for forest products in an effort to guide architects and builders
toward sustainably sourced building materials, such as certified lumber and flooring.
“Because of the sheer quantity of wood in most residential projects, it’s one of the ways
in which we can hold contractors accountable for the materials they source in regards
to both construction lumber and finished cased goods and paneling,” says Max Mahaffey, project manager and designer with Seattle’s Shed Architecture & Design.
The cost of optimizing a home’s energy efficiency runs a little more than a
traditionally built home; generally, from 5 to 10 percent more, says Whitmore. The
payoff is in the long run, with super-low energy costs over the life of the home and
the additional benefit of being kind to the environment. “Energy-efficiency measures have a relatively small immediate return, but the cumulative environmental
impact can be tremendous,” says Whitmore. The heating expenditure for Hammer
& Hand’s passive house in Madrona was less than $45 for January through March
last year.
There are also plenty of options that allow owners to be green with their interior
finish choices. Prentis Hale, co-owner of Shed Architecture & Design, often encourages his clients with single-family homes to consider long-lasting, high-performance finishes such as Caesarstone,
a quartz countertop material that is
responsibly sourced and manufactured; and eco cork, a natural and
sustainable flooring product that is
renewable because its source is the
bark of the cork oak tree, which can
be harvested several times in the tree’s
lifetime. His firm also leans toward
products with low or no volatile
organic compounds (VOC), such
as Benjamin Moore’s Aura line of
paints and water-based hardwood
floor finishes from German retailer
Berger-Seidle.
It isn’t always necessary for Hale
to
play the role of go-to expert for
HEATING THINGS UP
A rooftop solar photovoltaic array will provide
earth-friendly finishes; customers
enough energy for the Madrona house to offset almost
will often come to him already well
all of the home’s energy consumption each year
versed in sustainable products. “I
find that there aren’t too many uneducated clients in this town,” says Hale. “There
are folks that come through our door who have done tons of research.” In those
cases, Hale points them toward local retailers such as Seattle’s Greenhome Solutions
(ghsproducts.com) or Small Planet Supply (smallplanetsupply.com) in Tumwater for
their abundant stocks of materials geared toward the layperson.
While the cost of eco-conscious finishes can be higher than their non-sustainable
counterparts, it’s not insurmountable. “In the whole picture, finishes are only a
portion,” says Hammer & Hand’s Whitmore. “You can increase the budget [for finishes] and just cut back elsewhere, like scaling back on landscaping.”
With both single-family and multifamily housing construction on the rise in Seattle, it’s more important than ever to build with sustainability in mind. Whitmore
ranks energy-efficient design and construction efforts above those made toward
creating cars that can optimize fuel usage.
“[Those cars] will be replaced in five, 10, maybe 20 years,” says Whitmore. “The
house will be there for generations, so spending additional effort and resources to
meet the long-term needs of society becomes more prescient.”

BUILD YOUR
GREEN VOCAB
CONFUSED BY VOC, FSC, LED?

Our cheat sheet will have you sounding like
an eco-building expert in no time
Advanced framing: A structural framing technique used with energy savings in mind. It reduces
the amount of lumber needed and increases the
amount of insulation material used (using an
average of 30 percent less lumber) to improve the
energy efficiency of the home.
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC): A nonprofit
group that promotes responsible management of
forests. The organization sets standards by which
forests and companies are certified. The FSC label
is used on a number of products—including wood
building materials—and aims to give consumers
the option of supporting responsible forestry.
us.fsc.org/en-us
Green home: When describing earth-friendly,
energy-efficient homes, “green” can typically be
used interchangeably with “sustainable” or “environmentally friendly.” A green home is one that
uses less energy, water and natural resources than
a conventional home, both in its construction and
its operation.
Low- or no-VOC materials: VOC stands for
“volatile organic compounds,” and conventional
paints, adhesives, wood finishes and carpets
contain VOCs that may be harmful to a home’s
inhabitants and the environment. Low-VOC materials contain a reduced number of VOCs per liter;
no-VOC products contain none.
LED lighting: LED (light-emitting diode) lighting
is highly efficient, versatile and long-lasting. LED
lights can be five times more energy efficient than
incandescent and halogen sources.
Net-zero Home: A net-zero home produces as
much energy as it consumes through the use of
solar panels, energy-efficient building systems and
advanced design techniques. They are designed
and built to be highly efficient.
Northwest Energy Star: A certification program
that instructs builders on how to implement
energy-efficient features and construction techniques. Builders follow a checklist that includes improvements such as effective insulation systems,
high-performance windows, efficient heating and
cooling, and approved lighting and appliances.
The program claims that an Energy Star home is
at least 15 percent more efficient than standard
code homes. earthadvantage.org/certification/
northwest-energy-star
Passive house: A passive house is one built following a methodology that minimizes heating and
cooling loads through passive measures, such as
orientation, massing, insulation, heat recovery and
solar shading.
Sustainable: As it relates to design and construction, the term “sustainable” is used to refer
to practices that emphasize energy efficiency and
reduce the need for heating and cooling systems.
Triple-paned windows: Highly efficient windows
with three panes of glass separated by spacers.
Often argon or krypton gas is injected between
the panes to increase energy efficiency.
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UP ON THE ROOF

MOVIN’ ON UP
With yards shrinking, the rooftop deck answers the call for outdoor space
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P H OTO G R A P H S BY J O H N V I C O RY

RAISE THE ROOF

P H OTO G R A P H S : EC OS M A RT ( F I R E P I T ) ; W E ST E L M ( P L A N T E RS ) ; J I M BASTA R D O ( F U R N I T U R E )

BY SHEILA CAIN

With increasing urban
density, Seattleites are
heading up to their rooftops
for open spaces to entertain,
outfitting these areas with
couches and fire pits to
create outdoor extensions
of their homes. Opposite:
Homeowner and principal of
Seattle design firm HyBrid
Architecture & Assembly,
Robert Humble, cooks at the
grill for family and friends

and dense, the expansive backyard
with green grass, lawn chairs and a barbecue grill is fast becoming obsolete. To compensate, Seattleites are looking skyward for open space. With the proliferation of new, boxy
“modern” homes, Seattle’s house parties are, literally, being taken to a whole new level.
“That form of house [with its linear, simplistic design and bold roof lines] lends
itself to these rooftop decks,” says Robert Humble, owner and principal of Seattlebased design and development firm HyBrid Architecture & Assembly, whose
company has incorporated the spaces into homes throughout the city.
Those in the market for a new or remodeled home are increasingly asking for
rooftop open space, says Humble. In neighborhoods such as Capitol Hill and Ballard, where space is tight, rooftop decks are particularly sensible. While a tiny front
yard might be enough for a folding lawn chair, a rooftop deck provides plenty of
space for entertaining.
But be aware that your expansive party palace comes at a cost. Humble has a
rooftop deck atop his modern-style Central District home, but admits that it took
a few years and a significant amount of
money to transform it into the entertain“You can wall yourself
ment space it is today. To turn a barren
off from your neighbors,
rooftop deck into a livable space means
adding a number of elements including
but I don’t think that’s
tables, chairs and comfy couches, as well
what city living is really
as planters and plants.
about. It’s nicer to create
Infrastructure is also important. Gas
lines, water lines and electricity allow you to
an inviting, open space
add a gas fire pit, running water or a small
on the roof that you
kitchen. Without these amenities, homeand your neighbors
owners can find themselves shuttling food
can enjoy.”
and drinks up to the roof from a kitchen.
Gas fire pits can provide warmth when the
ROBERT HUMBLE
OWNER/PRINCIPAL, HYBRID ARC
sun goes down and are handy for toasting
marshmallows. As for furnishings, many
retailers offer modular seating systems made with materials designed to weather the
elements. Humble says large tropical plants in equally large pots are also surprisingly
amenable to rooftop living, thriving in direct sun and faring well despite winds.
Creative plantings also can provide some privacy, but don’t overdo it. This is
urban living, after all. “You can wall yourself off from your neighbors, but I don’t
think that’s what city living is really about,” Humble says. “It’s nicer to create an
inviting, open space on the roof that you and your neighbors can enjoy.”
AS SEATTLE HOUSING BECOMES MORE COMPACT

ROOFTOP 101
HYBRID ARCHITECTURE & ASSEMBLY

owner Robert Humble designs homes and
multifamily residences with rooftop decks
throughout Seattle, and has given considerable attention to decorating his own. Here
are a few of his favorite things:

Brown Jordan EcoSmart Equinox fire pit
$2,009.84, from Summer House.
Bellevue, 1028 116th Ave. NE; 425.455.1500;
summerhousepatio.com

Cityscape planters
$119–$299, from West Elm.
South Lake Union, 2201 Westlake Ave.;
206.467.5798; westelm.com

Eos Outdoor Furniture collection
$190–$810, from Design Within Reach.
Downtown, 1918 First Ave.; 206.443.9900; dwr.com
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